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Abstract 

Characteristics of particle bonding, especially for dissimilar materials, remains a key 

question in cold spray deposition. There are limited reports in direct correlation to 

particle/substrate bonding and peripheral shear zones. Cold spraying experiments and 

numerical simulations are conducted to characterise and analyse the correlation between 

bonding and peripheral shear zones for asymmetric particle/substrate pairs of intermetallic-

forming elements of nickel and titanium. The correlation between metallic bonding and 

highly strained areas is explored in view of the growth of the intermetallic phase at the 

particle/substrate interface during subsequent heat treatments. 
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Characterisation of the as-sprayed samples reveal that for the Ni(particle)/Ti(substrate) pair, 

plastic deformation of the particle is dominating over substrate deformation. However, for 

the Ti(particle)/Ni(substrate) pair, it is observed that the substrate and particle deform to 

similar extents. Characterisation of the samples after a brief heat treatment at 700°C 

indicate that intermetallic formation, and hence metallurgical bonding of the pairs is more 

likely to occur at the particle peripheries where the interface areas are highly strained, and 

rarely achieved at the particle base. Results also reveal that bonding extends from 

peripheries toward the central part of the interfaces with increasing the impact velocity.   

The kinetics of interfacial intermetallic formation at peripheral areas and its correlation to 

particle bonding is discussed in view of deformation-enhanced interdiffusion. 

 Keywords: Cold spray, Dissimilar Bonding, Finite Element Modelling, Deformation 

Enhanced Interdiffusion, NiTi intermetallic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Introduction  



Cold Spray (CS) is a solid-state coating process where feedstock particles are accelerated to 

high speeds (300-1200 m/s) towards a substrate while maintaining temperatures well below 

their melting temperatures [1]. Owing to the low-temperature operation and inert gas 

shielding during the deposition process, CS is used for spraying temperature sensitive 

materials such as nanocrystalline materials [2, 3], alloys [4-7], energetic composite 

materials [8-11], polymers [12-14] and oxidation-sensitive material such as aluminum [15-

17], titanium [18, 19], copper [16, 20], and magnesium [21, 22].  

The kinetic energy of the accelerated particles causes intense plastic deformation (of both 

the particles and substrate) and mostly dissipates as heat [23-25]. Because of the high strain 

rates experienced by the particles (from 10
3 

to 10
9
 s

-1
), there is little time for the diffusion 

of the generated heat [26], resulting in local thermal softening of the material that 

overcomes strain (and strain-rate) hardening effects [27]. This intensifies the localized 

particle plastic deformation up to the point where material shearing resistance breaks down 

leading to adiabatic shear instabilities (ASI) [25, 26]. ASI leads to material flowing 

outwards of the particle/substrate or particle/particle contact zone and disruption of native 

thin surface oxide films [1, 28, 29]. The subsequent clean and intimate contact of the 

materials combined with the existing localized high pressure as a result of impact promotes 

metallurgical bonding [26, 30]. 

Finite element modelling (FEM) has been extensively used for enhanced understanding of 

deformation and bonding mechanisms in CS. Different dynamic hardening models have 

been used to compute the flow stress of high strain rate deformations such as Johnson-Cook 

(JC) [8, 23, 25, 31-34], Preston–Tonks–Wallace (PTW) [15, 35, 36], Khan-Huang-Liang 



(KHL) [35] and Zerilli and Armstrong (ZA) [35]. A comparative study on the simulation of 

single copper particle impact on copper substrates found that the PTW model predicted the 

deformation fairly accurately [35]. In addition, the PTW model has been successfully used 

for simulation of single impact deformation of materials such as aluminium [15], stainless 

steel (SS) 304 and nickel [36] in CS process. Bonding has been attributed to the thermal 

softening of the local area and intensified plastic deformation occurring at impact velocities 

around or beyond the critical velocity of the material [25, 26]. The local temperature 

increase and plastic strain were used as an indication of ASI and its contribution to bonding 

mechanism [31, 37]. Temperature rise beyond the melting point at the interface was 

verified in a few instances by experimental observations of splash and spheroid liquid 

droplets in CS of aluminium [38] and titanium [39].  

A limited number of experimental studies have been reporting a correlation between 

particle/substrate bonding and peripheral shear zones [28, 37, 39-42] and most of these 

studies focused on the examination of the rebound sites at the substrate surfaces. It has been 

shown that a thin, Al-rich layer is left behind as a result of Al-Si particles impact onto mild 

steel [40]. The layer is generally ring-shaped, at the peripheral zone of the crater left in the 

substrate by the rebounded particle. Another study investigated the impact of titanium 

particles on a gold plated steel surface. The crater shape left on the substrate demonstrated 

that titanium particles abraded the gold surface in a ring-shape pattern near the particle 

edge, where the simulation predicts the highest equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) [37]. 

Likewise, the morphology of detached Ti6Al4V particles and their imprint on titanium 

substrates revealed no bonding in the central part of the particles even for impact velocity 



as high as 1000 m/s. Instead, the same ring-shape bonding area near the edges was found, 

in agreement with the simulation [41]. A few studies tried to show particle/substrate 

bonding with direct observation of the bonded area. Experimental studies of impacting 

titanium particles onto titanium and stainless steel substrates using focused ion beam 

milling (FIB), confirmed that melding of particle and substrate is most likely to occur in the 

peripheral zone, while cracks or microvoids were observed at the central impact zone [28, 

39].  

Ti–Ni based alloys are the most important practical shape memory alloys (SMA) with 

excellent mechanical properties [43]. It is foreseen that the CS process with the ability to 

develop thick and dense coatings and complex free-standing shapes [10] could be used for 

the production of Ni-Ti based intermetallics with CS of blended elemental precursors and 

subsequent heat treatment of the deposition. Cold sprayed depositions of mechanically 

alloyed elemental mixtures of Ni-Ti have been reported previously [9, 44] while there is no 

report on the cold spray behaviour of Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni dissimilar pairs.The present study 

aims at investigating the deformation mechanism and favourable metallurgical bonding 

areas of Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni pairs (particle/substrate) by using direct observation of the bonded 

area of single particle impacts rather than only substate craters. As-sprayed and heat-treated 

samples are studied and numerical simulation is used to allow further understanding of the 

physical mechanisms involved. Heat treatments are used to evaluate bonding areas in view 

of intermetallic growth in the vicinity of metallurgically bonded areas.  

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1. Feedstock Powders and Substrates 



Nickel powder (CP-Ni, Atlantic Equipment Engineers, Upper Saddle River, NJ, USA) and 

titanium powder (CP-Ti Grade 1, Advanced Powder and Coatings, Boisbriand, Canada) 

were used as feedstock materials. The powders size distributions were measured by laser 

diffraction analysis (Microtrac model S3500, Montgomeryville, PA, USA) and are 

presented in Figs. 1(a) and (b), revealing mean particle sizes of 24.5 μm and 30.7 μm 

respectively. Both powders are mostly spherical and produced by a gas atomization method 

(Figs.1 (c) and (d)), with some satellites present in the titanium powder. The titanium and 

nickel powders were sprayed onto mirror polished nickel (Ni 200 (ASTM B162)) and 

titanium (CP Ti Grade 2 (ASTM B265)) substrates respectively. The Vickers 

microhardness (HV0.025) of Ni and Ti substrates respectively were 117 and 171. 

2.2. Cold Spray  

The CS system used is the commercially available EP Series SST Cold Spray System 

(Centerline (Windsor) Ltd., Windsor, Ontario, Canada). The system comprises a 15 kW gas 

heater allowing a maximum gas temperature of 500°C and a maximum gas pressure of 3.8 

MPa. The stainless steel de Laval nozzle used for this work has a throat diameter of 2 mm, 

a diverging section length of 120 mm with an exit diameter of 6.6 mm. Nitrogen (N2) and 

helium (He) were used as process gases. The feedstock powders were fed using a 

commercially available AT-1200HP powder feeder (Thermach Inc., Appleton, WI, USA). 

Three sets of single impact experiments were done using the spraying parameters (pressure 

and temperature) of Table 1.  



2.3. Particle Velocity Measurement 

The in-flight particle velocities were measured using a Cold Spray Meter (CSM) (Tecnar 

Automation Ltd., Saint-Bruno, QC, Canada). The particles were tracked and the average 

and standard deviation of the in-flight particle velocities were measured. 

2.4. Characterization and Heat Treatment  

For bonding analysis, some single impact samples were heat treated for 1 and 5 minutes at 

700  C in a vacuum furnace (with vacuum level below 10
-6 

torr). In order to ensure that 

Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni specimens experienced exactly the same heat-treatment conditions, both 

Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni samples were heat-treated simultaneously in the same zone of a vacuum 

furnace tube. Cross-sections of as sprayed and heat-treated samples were prepared using 

standard metallographical procedures. Then, top view and cross-sectional microstructures 

of as sprayed and heat treated single impact samples were examined using a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) (EVO MA-10, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) 

equipped with secondary (SE) and back-scattering electron (BSE) detectors as well as x-ray 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).  

3. Numerical Modelling  

To gain more insight on the single impact deformation process and bonding of Ni/Ti and 

Ti/Ni pairs, axisymmetric models were employed using the commercially available finite 

element software ABAQUS [25, 31, 32, 45-48]. The mesh size of both the substrate and the 

particles near the contact surface was set to be at a maximum 1/50 of the particle diameter 

[25]. Severe distortion of the elements as a result of high velocity impact was alleviated by 



using distortion control values. The measured mean particle size of titanium (30μm) and 

nickel powder (25μm) were used for simulation. The particle velocity measured using the 

CSM for N2-Sprayed Ti was 456±70. The particle velocity measured for Ni powder was 

459±61 m/s [36]. For that reason, the particle initial velocity was set to 500 m/s in the 

model, for both Ni/Ti and N2-sprayed Ti/Ni. The impact velocity of He-sprayed Ti/Ni was 

approximated to be 750 m/s. The general physical properties of powders and substrate 

materials used in the models are given in Table 2. The initial substrate and particle 

temperature were set to 298 K. It is likely that both will be larger than that, especially the 

substrate. While the substrate temperature can be measured, the particle temperature cannot 

be measured due to the combination of lack of emissivity and fast travel speed making 

measurements almost impossible. Furthermore, the particle impact temperature is not 

expected to be significant with the spray parameters used while the substrate temperature 

will have a limited effect on the mechanical properties when compared to the contribution 

of impact deformation process. 

The hydrodynamic stress of elastic response of the impacting particles and substrates were 

modelled using the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state (EOS) in the linear Us-Up Hugoniot 

form [36]: 
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Eq.2 

where p is the hydrodynamic stress, 0  is the initial density, 0c  is the material speed of 

sound, s is the Hugoniot slope coefficient, 0 is the Grüneisen constant, 
m

E  is the internal 

energy per unit mass, and   is the density. 

The deviatoric stress of elastic response was assumed to be linear [36]:  

2
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Eq.3 

where d is the deviatoric stress, eG  is the elastic shear modulus, and s is the elastic 

deviatoric strain. The EOS parameters of the powders and substrate materials used in the 

simulations are given in Table 3.  

The PTW model of flow stress was used for modelling the plastic behaviour of the 

impacting particles and the substrates. The flow stress (σy) which is a function of the 

equivalent plastic strain ( p ), strain rate ( p ) and temperature (T) is defined as [35, 36]: 
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where ˆsτ  is a normalized work-hardening saturation stress, ˆyτ is a normalized yield stress, 

0s  is the value of ˆ
sτ  at zero kelvin,   is the strain hardening rate, and p is the strain 

hardening constant. Likewise, pG denotes the shear modulus which is a function of 

temperature and it is defined by the equation from the mechanical threshold stress (MTS) 

model as [36]:  
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where 0G  is the shear modulus at zero kelvin, D is a material constant, 0T is a temperature 

material constant, and T is the node temperature. The saturation stress ( ˆsτ ) and the yield 

stress ( ˆyτ ) are given by [35, 36]: 
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s

is the value of ˆ

s
τ  close to the melt temperature, ˆ

m
T T T ,   is the temperature and 

m
T  is 

the melting temperature,   is the temperature dependence constant,   is the strain rate 

dependence constant, 
1

s is the high strain rate exponent, 
0

y is the yield stress constant at 

zero kelvin, y
  is yield stress constant close the melting point, 1y  is the medium strain rate 



constant, and 
2

y is the medium strain rate exponent. The two definitions in the maximum 

functions are used to model both low and high strain rate regimes, respectively. The first 

definition of the maximum functions are used for lower strain rates at which flow stresses 

of deformation are governed by thermal activation mode of dislocation motion, whereas the 

second defenition which is used for higher strain rates where dislocation drag mechanism is 

governed. The material parameter   in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 is defined as: 
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Eq.9 

Where  are the density and M represents atomic mass. The PTW material parameters for 

the powders and the substrates including saturation stress, yield stress, strain (rate) 

hardening constant and coefficient are given in Table 4. It is worth noting that the PTW 

model and the MTS shear behaviour are not included in ABAQUS. Consequently, these 

models were integrated into the finite element analysis by a user subroutine (VUHARD) 

[35, 36]. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. As Sprayed and Heat-Treated Single Impact Particles 

Fig. 2 shows top and cross-section views from single impact particle tests for the Ni/Ti 

particle/substrate pair. Figs. 2 (a-c) show three different impact morphologies. Figs.2 (a and 

d) presents the most common impact morphology found for nickel particles. This splat 



reveals some areas where the jetting phenomena is observed at the particle periphery and 

slight flattening of the nickel particle while the splat of Fig. 2(c) is extensively flattened. 

The splat of Fig. 2 (b) seems to have thick material flowing on its left side and shows lower 

flatting ratio compared to the two other morphologies encountered. The appearance of the 

top of the particle and the position of material flow (which took place somewhere far from 

interface area) suggest that this splat was formed as a result of collision with another 

particle. Craters on the substrate resulting from bounced off particles are seen in Figs. 2(a-

c). The cross-section images of Figs. 2 (d-f) reveal that nickel particles deformed and 

flattened with shallow penetration into the titanium substrate. Particle deformation varied 

substantially from particle to particle potentially due to impact velocities. Limited 

deformation of substrate underneath well deformed and flattened particle as presented in 

Figs. 2 (c) and (f) suggests that impact with the nozzle wall and with other particles prior to 

hitting the substrate might have played an important role in the particles deformation [49]. 

Figure 3 shows the typical single impact morphology observed for the Ti/Ni couple. Figs. 

3(a) and (d) respectively present top views of N2 and He-sprayed Ti/Ni pair respectively. 

These images indicate that jetting occurs in both cases although more limited and localized 

for N2-sprayed particles due to the lower impact velocities when using nitrogen [50]. Splat 

cross-sections (Figs.3(b) and (e)) show that the increase of particle impact velocity also 

results in increased particle flattening and deeper particle penetration with the presence of 

substrate jetting. Close-up views (Figs. 3(c) and (f) ) reveal spots with different contrasts in 

the nickel substrate underneath the titanium splats. These are likely caused by different 

electron channelling conditions and indicate deformed and distorted areas caused by slight 



misorientations of regions inside the deformed grains. These areas might be induced by 

lattice distortion through the introduction of dislocations into the substrate microstructure 

and potentially describe qualitatively the plastic strain field. It can be observed that the 

propagation of plastic zone in the nickel substrate underneath a titanium splat is limited to a 

few micron deep.  

To investigate metallurgically bonded areas of the single impacting particles, the test 

samples were heat treated at 700°C for 1 minute with the hypothesis that metallurgically 

bonded areas will be the first locations of intermetallics nucleation and growth [15, 16]. 

Once intermetallic phases nucleate they will grow in vertical and lateral directions [51]. 

Consequently, intermetallics locally formed may coalesce and a continuous intermetallic 

layer will form even in areas where the bonding is imperfect.  

The cross-sections of the heat-treated nickel splats and both N2 and He–sprayed titanium 

splats are presented in Fig. 4. Ni-Ti intermetallic phases are identified as the regions of 

mid-grey contrast between the substrates and the particles. These zones were marked with 

dotted lines just above them for clarity. The nickel splat of Fig. 4(a) showed a different 

impact morphology (comparing with splats of Fig. 2) in terms of particle depth of 

penetration, which suggests that this particle deposited in a crater previously created by a 

particle that bounced off. This assumption is evaluated and potentially confirmed in section 

4.2.2. A continuous layer of intermetallic phases covers the peripheral areas of the splat of 

Fig.4 (a) with intermetallics being absent at the centre of the splat. Fig.4 (b) shows another 

heat-treated nickel splat, with impact morphology similar to most commonly observed 



impact morphologies of nickel splats. Intermetallics cover almost the whole interface of the 

nickel splat of Fig.4 (b).  

The impact morphologies of N2-sprayed Ti splats shown in Figs. 4 (c-d) and He-sprayed Ti 

splats in Figs. 4 (e-f), indicate that the smaller particles of each pair exhibit more 

deformation and higher flattening ratio. This is because of the potentially higher impact 

velocities of the smaller particles. Titanium splat of Fig. 4(e) shows an impact morphology 

similar to the one of Fig. 4 (c) while the titanium splat of Fig. 4(f) shows sharper and more 

pronounced jetting area, revealing a much larger impact velocity. Besides, the impact 

morphologies of N2 and He-sprayed Ti splats show that He as a process gas provides a 

broader range of impact velocities [52]. 

More interfacial intermetallics have formed at the interface areas of smaller particles for 

both N2- and He-sprayed Ti/Ni pairs. Cross sections of heat treated splats of N2-sprayed 

titanium (Figs. 4(c-d)) and He-sprayed titanium (Figs. 4(e-f)) present the same general 

features of intermetallics growth. Intermetallic layers grew at the peripheral interface areas 

of all titanium splats while it is absent at the centre of the interface, except the smaller 

particle of Fig.4(d). In that case, it seems to be continuous over the entire interface surface 

with small holes present at the central interfacial area. Clearly, the particle cannot be cut 

exactly in the middle. Therefore, the cross-sectional images possibly do not show the base 

of the particle. Nevertheless, this discrepancy in the growth pattern can possibly be 

addressed both through higher impact velocity of smaller particles and through the smaller 

surface of these particles. The higher impact velocities of smaller particles could extend the 

bonding areas from peripheral shear zones towards the central areas of the interfaces. 



Furthermore, the intermetallics formed in peripheral areas of smaller particles might 

coalesce and form continuous intermetallics layer even on the non-bonded interfaces. 

Additionally, small discontinuities are seen in the central interfaces between particles base 

and substrates which is more evident in the case of the He-sprayed titanium splat of Fig. 

4(f) (marked with an arrow) which means there is no bonding at the central interface area. 

Nickel splats and He-sprayed titanium splats have a higher fraction of interface areas 

covered with intermetallic compounds in comparison with N2-sprayed titanium splats, 

despite the same particle impact velocity for N2 sprayed nickel and N2 sprayed titanium. 

This can be explained by relatively more deformability of Ni particles (with FCC crystal 

structure) compared to titanium particles (with HCP crystal structure) for the same impact 

velocity and higher impact velocities of He-sprayed Ti particles, both promoting better 

bonding. One can also notice that the distorted plastic area is more pronounced at the nickel 

substrates underneath of the splats where intermetallic compounds formed. 

4.2. Impact Simulations  

While mechanical bonding of CS particles relies on substrate/particle topography and may 

reach high values depending on the level of intricacy resulting from the substrate surface 

treatment prior to spraying, metallic bonding relies amongst other things on the removal of 

the native oxide films present at the surface of the impacting particles and substrates. 

Removal of the oxide layer is directly related to the deformation and jetting occurring as a 

result of ASI [53, 54]. In order to complement the single particle impact observations made 

and enhance insight of the occurrence of ASI of the Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni pairs, flow stress and 



temporal evolution of temperature in the sheared zone of the different pairs have been 

examined through modelling. 

Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) [25, 26, 36, 47] distribution and temperature distribution 

[31, 32] have been used by several authors as a measure of metallurgical bonding [25, 26, 

36, 47] with the assumption that the metallurgical bonding is likely to take place at the 

highly strained interfacial areas with high PEEQ and temperature values. This assumption 

will be evaluated by correlation of experimental evidence of bonding from interfacial 

intermetallic growth and highly strained areas predicted by FEM modelling. Additionally, 

as mentioned in sections 4.1 the impact of single titanium splats (Figs. 3 and 4) caused 

plastic deformation of nickel substrates that appeared as spots with different contrasts 

inside of the grains. To be able to find out about the plastic strain field underneath of the 

titanium splats the plastic shear strain (PE12) component will be analysed.  

4.2.1. Particle/Substrate Deformation and ASI  

The monitored elements of the particles and substrates that are used for outputs are marked 

in the geometric model of Fig. 5(a). These elements were selected as they are the elements 

experiencing the highest temperature increase. Only those elements were selected for the 

sake of concision, but other elements in their vicinity presented similar features. 

Thermomechanical analyses for Ni/Ti and N2-sprayed Ti/Ni at the impact velocity of 500 

m/s and He-sprayed Ti/Ni at the impact velocity of 750 m/s are provided in Figs. 5(b-d). 

Thermal histories of the monitored elements of all three pairs show a sudden increase of 

temperature, as reported previously , took place almost at the same time for both Ni/Ti and 



Ti/N (500 m/s) while it happens at a slightly shorter time for Ti/Ni pair (750 m/s) 

(Fig.5(d)).  

The maximum temperatures of 998 K, 892 K and 1280 K, are achieved respectively for 

Ni/Ti (500 m/s), Ti/Ni (500 m/s) and Ti/Ni (750m/s) pairs in the titanium (Figs.5(b-d). 

These maximum temperatures are well below Ni and Ti melting temperatures. 

Consequently, melting phenomenon is not expected to contribute to interfacial 

particle/substrate bonding of Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni pairs. 

This temperature increase was accompanied by the decrease of flow stresses (for both 

particles and substrates). The temperature rise along with the decreasing flow stress trends 

is the indication of thermal softening dominance over strain (rate) hardening effect and is 

considered as an evidence of ASI initiation. The temporal evolution of PEEQ of monitored 

elements in Fig.6 shows that modelled Ti/Ni pairs at both impact velocities indicate very 

close PEEQ values for the substrate and impacting particle, where the PEEQ values in 

Ni/Ti pair is very different for nickel particle and titanium substrate. On the other hand, at 

both impact velocities of titanium particles, both particle and substrate deform almost to 

similar extents as observed experimentally. In short, for CS of the Ni/Ti pair, the 

deformation dominantly takes place on the particle side with relatively small amount of 

deformation on the substrate side (similar to soft/hard pairs), while for CS of Ti/Ni pairs, in 

spite of what is usually found in hard/soft systems -- for instance, Cu/Al [16], Ti/Al [31] 

which are known to result in particle embedment into the substrate -- both particle/substrate 

deform to similar extent. Generally, for the hard/soft dissimilar pairs reported in the 

literature (Cu/Al [16], Ti/Al [31] and Ni/Al [55]) , the hard particles are relatively dense 



which can promote higher substrate deformation while in Ti/Ni pair hard Ti particles have a 

lower density. This means that in addition to yield strength, stiffness and hardness [31], the 

density of impacting particle play an import role in the substrate deformation and particle 

embedment of hard/soft pairs.  

4.2.2. Impact Morphology: Simulation vs Experiments  

Impact morphology of real nickel splats showed that most of the impacting nickel particles 

have shallow penetration into the titanium substrate. However, the nickel splats of Figs. 

2(e) and 4(a) appeared to have deeper penetration which lead to the assumption that these 

particles deposited in an existing crater that was the result of a rebounded particle. This 

assumption is evaluated by modelling a nickel particle impact onto a crater with 14μm 

diameter and 4μm depth (which was the most common crater geometry observed in 

substrate cross-section images). Simulated impact morphologies of a nickel particle (25 

μm) onto two different titanium substrate (one being a flat substrate and one including the 

initial crater) with an initial velocity of 500 m/s are shown in Figs. 7(a1-a2) and (b1-b2). 

Simulated impact of titanium particles (30 μm) onto nickel substrates with initial velocities 

of 500 and 750 m/s respectively are given in Figs. 7(c1-c2) and Figs.7(d1-d2). The 

modelling results are compared with the SEM images of splats experimentally obtained (the 

first and second columns vs. the third column of Fig. 7). The most frequently observed 

impact morphologies were taken to represent the impact conditions of the corresponding 

particle size.  In the case of Ti/Ni pairs, for instance, large Ti splats with low flattening ratio 

were observed for both cases of spraying with He and N2. However, this morphology was 

significantly more frequently observed in N2-sprayed samples – hence taken as representing 



the impact conditions of large Ti particles only for the case of spraying with N2. The most 

frequently observed splat morphologies for Ti/Ni and Ni/Ti pairs – which are to be 

compared to the corresponding modelled splats – are presented in Fig.7 (a3) (c3) and (d3). 

The PEEQ and temperature distributions are shown in the left and right half of each 

modelled splat respectively. Two simulated snapshots of nickel particles (Figs.7(a2) and 

(b2)) with the same impact velocity and diameter appear to have different flattening ratio 

and penetration to the substrate, depending on the presence of a pre-existing crater on the 

substrate. The nickel particle impacting on the flat substrate reaches higher PEEQ value and 

temperature throughout its deformation process which can be attributed to the higher strain 

rate encountered at the particle surface during the impact with the flat surface compared 

with the substrate including the initial crater (1.53×10
9
 s

-1 
vs. 1.39×10

9
 s

-1
) [15]. 

In Ti/Ni pairs, PEEQ values and maximum temperature reached increase with the particle 

impact velocity. Both Ni/Ti pairs showed higher PEEQ values compared with both Ti/Ni 

pairs at two impact velocities. This can be explained by relatively higher density and more 

deformability of Ni particles which promote more deformation. Comparing the snapshots of 

simulated impacts of Ni/Ti (Fig.7(a1-a2) and Ti/Ni (Fig.7(c1-c2)) with similar impact 

velocity, it is seen that the nickel particle is more extensively deformed and flattened while 

the titanium particle appears to have a small amount of deformation with low flattening 

ratio. With the increase of impact velocity to 750 m/s, the titanium particle of Ti/Ni pair 

undergoes more deformation and jetting phenomenon becomes more pronounced (Figs. 

7(d1-d2). 



The highest PEEQ values in Ni/Ti pairs have been seen on the particle side. The lower 

PEEQ values of substrate side of Ni/Ti pairs is consistent with the lower substrate 

deformation as observed from shallower penetration of Ni splats into (flat) titanium 

substrates (Figs. 2, 4). The PEEQ contours for the titanium splat with an impact velocity of 

500 m/s and 750 m/s (Fig.7(c2) and (d2) respectively) are almost equally distributed on 

both the particle and (nickel) substrate side.  

Corresponding SEM cross-section images of each splat of Fig.7((a3)-(d3)) are in good 

agreement with the simulated splats in terms of overall impact morphology, flattening ratio 

and jetting phenomenon. In both Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni pairs the locations of grown interfacial 

intermetallics (marked by dotted lines at the SEM images) corresponds qualitatively well 

with the highly strained interface areas of the peripheries. Intermetallics formation at the 

highly-strained interface areas with high PEEQ values can be correlated with the possible 

metallurgical bonding of the as-sprayed condition and the deformation-enhanced 

interdiffusion phenomena. The highly strained areas are most likely to succeed to have 

direct metal-metal bonding [15, 16, 56] which will decrease the interdiffusion distance. 

Furthermore, a high level of microstructural defects such as dislocations are expected to 

generate and pile up at highly-strained areas which can be involved in the interdiffusion 

enhancement [57-61]. For instance, for the nickel substrate underneath of titanium splats 

(Figs. 3,4,7), the high level of defects manifests as distorted areas where the interfacial 

intermetallics are more likely seen in the vicinity of this region. It has been shown that the 

high strain rate dynamic deformation enhances interdiffusion during plastic deformation 

proportional to the deformation rate [62]. This confirms that highly strained interface areas 



are more likely to result in clean surfaces (free of oxides) and establish metallurgical 

bonding where interfacial intermetallics forms at the initial steps of heat treatment. 

The PE12 (plastic shear strain component) distribution of the simulated Ti splat of Fig. 

7(d2) and the SEM image of He-sprayed Ti splat of Fig. 7(d3) are presented in the left and 

right half of Fig. 8 to allow a direct enhanced comparison. As mentioned before the 

distorted areas underneath of Ti splats are located mostly at the peripheral areas and PE12 

component showed its maximum value at the particle peripheries. Considering this 

similarity between the PE12 distribution and impact induced layer combined with the 

distorted appearance of this layer tend to support the notion that these distorted areas 

mostly originated from shear strains. The distorted area appears to be related to the shear 

strain distribution in such a way that highly strained areas of the substrate near the interface 

show uniform deformation while locations away from the interface presenting a decrease or 

absence of shear strain present reduced or limited distortion.  

4.3. Correlation of Single Splat Bonding with Peripheral Shear Zone  

Fig. 9 presents further experimental pieces of evidence of particle/substrate bonding 

including a rebound site of a titanium particle, a fracture surface of two bonded titanium 

particles that presumably debonded following rebound (from a coating build-up) and 

interfacial intermetallic growth of a titanium single splat. SEM micrograph (half SE-half 

BSE) of a rebound site top view on the nickel substrate (upon impact of titanium particle) is 

given in Fig.9(a). Looking at the SE image (with dark grey contrast in the lower half), the 

depth of the penetration and substrate deformation are observed. The crater appears to be 

smooth at the central part surrounded by the rough surface at the rim of the crater. This 



rough surface presents titanium remnants confirmed by BSE imaging (upper half), 

corresponding to bonded areas prior to particle bouncing off as a result of elastic energy. 

This image points out that the limited bonded area at the rim of the crater failed to 

overcome rebounding forces and the particle bounced off.  

The fracture surface of two bonded titanium particles (Fig.9(b)) presents details of 

interparticle bonding. The bonded areas are evident with dimple fractures occurring at the 

peripheries far from the central smooth area. The fracture morphology of bonded area in 

Fig.9(b) confirms that ring-shaped bonding pattern took place in the peripheral shear zone 

of impacting particle similar to those reported in Refs [37, 40, 41]. Providing direct 

evidence of bonding at the peripheries, this imprint reveals the localized nature of ASI 

which leads to non-uniform and discontinuous bonding pattern.  

The cross-section of a heat treated single particle splat of He-sprayed Ti/Ni pair is shown in 

 ig   c    his samp e was heat treated at     C for a longer time than previous samples (5 

min vs. 1 min heat treatment of previous samples). Jetting of the particle and the substrate 

(marked in Fig.9 (c)) is observed and gaps can be seen at the substrate jetting areas (both 

sides) and at the base of the titanium particle. Comparing this heat-treated splat with the 

heat-treated splats of Fig.4, it is observed that a significant part of this titanium splat 

transformed into intermetallic components  interfacia  intermeta  ics thickness ≈ 0.5 μm vs. 

5.5 μm). EDS analysis of the intermetallic layers revealed Ti2Ni and Ni3Ti formed at the 

titanium-rich and nickel-rich areas respectively with NiTi phases formed in between, as 

reported elsewhere [63]. Being the thickest layer of the intermetallic compounds, NiTi 

phase grew twice as thick as the others meaning that its growth rate was dominant over the 



growth rate of the two other intermetallics. In spite of two other intermetallics, the Ni3Ti 

phase did not grow uniformly and it failed to form in the substrate jetting areas while being 

thin at the base of the splat. The intermetallic components formed at the interface of the 

titanium splat/nickel substrate and grew toward the titanium particles while the growth of 

intermetallics in the nickel substrate is negligible. Studies on the intermetallic growth 

mechanism of Ni/Ti couple have shown that Ni3Ti and Ti2Ni form respectively at the nickel 

side and titanium side of the interface at initial steps of phase formation while NiTi phase is 

the product of secondary reactions [64, 65]. Additionally, it has been shown that the 

interfacial intermetallics are more likely to nucleate and grow from highly strained 

peripheral areas. Putting all these points together, one can conclude that the Ni3Ti/Ni 

interface is almost located at the original splat/substrate interface. Then, it can be stated that 

Ni3Ti phase mostly formed at metallurgically bonded areas which means that initial 

bonding state of the particle/substrate influence the phase formation kinetics. 

Comparing the bonding evidence from rough surface and titanium remnant of the crater of 

Fig.9(a), dimple fracture surfaces of metallurgically bonded areas of Fig.9(b), the 

intermetallic growth pattern of Figs.4(c-d) and 9(c), and PEEQ distribution of simulated 

snapshots of Fig.7, one can conclude that most of the metallurgically bonded spots of the 

interface are located in the peripheral zones. Furthermore, improving spraying condition 

like increase of impact velocity (associated with using of He compared to N2 gas or small 

splats which are potentially impacted with higher velocities) and impact of relatively high 

mass density and more deformable Ni particle (in same spraying condition) bonding area 

extends from rims of the particle to the base of the particle. 



6. Conclusion 

Experiments were performed to study the bonding phenomena in the cold spraying of Ni/Ti 

and Ti/Ni pairs. Impact morphology of single splats was modelled through FEM 

simulations. The PTW plasticity model was used for modelling of the large strain rates 

experienced during the cold spray process. Particle/substrate bonding can be characterised 

with respect to the growth of an intermetallic phase at the interface after heat treatment.  

1. It was found that for the Ni/Ti pair, plastic deformation of the Ni particle is 

dominating whereas for the Ti/Ni pairs at both impact velocities both substrates and 

particles deformed to similar extents.  

2. Single impact studies showed that distorted areas formed at nickel substrates 

underneath of the peripheral shear zones following the impact of titanium particles 

onto the nickel substrate. The distribution of this distorted area correlates with the 

distribution of shear strain component of PE12 in the single impact modellings.  

3. From the simulation and interfacial intermetallics growth results, it is found that 

metal-metal bonding is likely to take place in highly strained areas of 

particle/substrate interfaces.  

4. It has been shown that initial bonding condition of a single splat could influence the 

kinetic of intermetallics growth. 

5. The fast intermetallic growth kinetics of heat-treated single impact and the onset of 

intermetallics formation from peripheral areas is attributed to deformation-enhanced 

interdiffusion.  



6. The experimental evidence of bonding in combination with single impact 

simulations demonstrated that the bonding areas extend from peripheries toward the 

central part of the interfaces with increasing kinetic energy of impact.  
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Table 1. Process conditions used in CS of single impact Ni/Ti and Ti/Ni. 

Single 

impact 

samples 

Substrate 

material         

Feedstock 

powder          

Inlet 

Gas      

 emperature     

  C)  

Pressure  

(Mpa) 

 Standoff 

distance 

(mm) 

 Traverse      

speed   

(mm/s) 

Ni/Ti CP-Ti G2 CP-Ni N2 500 3.4 15 25 

N2-Ti/Ni Ni-200 CP-Ti G1 N2 500 3.4 15 25 

He-Ti/Ni Ni-200 CP-Ti G1 He 500 3.2 15 25 

 

 

Table 2. General properties of the materials used in the simulations.  

Parameter Symbol Cp-Ti Cp-Ni 

Shear modulus GPa      G 40 76 

Gruüneisen’s constant  
 

1.23 1.83 

Speed of sound, m/s       C0 5020 4542 

Hugoniot slope       s 1.536 1.5 

 

 



Table 3. Elastic and EOS parameters used in the simulations 

Parameter unit Symbol Cp-Ti Cp-Ni 

Density kg/m3 ρ 4510 8890 

Melting point K Tm 1943 1726 

Conductivity W/(m K) k 21.9 91 

Specific heat J/(kg K) Cp 530 456 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. PTW parameters used in the simulations [36]. 

Parameter Symbol Cp-Ti G1 Cp-Ti G2 Cp-Ni 

Saturation stress at T=0 K    0.007 0.01 0.0045 

Saturation stress at melting    0.0012 0.0012 0.00055 

Yield stress Constant at 0 K    0.0015 0.0015 0.0001 

Yield stress Constant at  Melting    0.0005 0.0005 0.0001 

Strain hardening constant p 1.4 1.4 2 

Temperature dependence constant k 0.14 0.14 0.11 

Strain rate dependence constant   1.00E-05 1.00E-05 1.00E-05 

Strain hardening rate   0.04 0.04 0.01 

Atomic mass, kg/atom M 7.95E-26 7.95E-26 9.24E-26 

High Strain rate exponent    0.25 0.25 0.25 

Medium strain rate constant    0.007 0.007 0.094 

Medium strain rate exponent    0.25 0.25 0.575 

Shear modulus at 0 K, Gpa    48 48 85 

Material constant, GPa D 7.5 7.5 9.13 

Temperature material constant, K T0 269 269 269 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Captions 

 Figure 1. Measured particle distribution of nickel and titanium feedstock powders (a and b), and SEM 

micrographs of nickel and titanium feedstock powders (c and d).  

Figure 2. Morphology of Ni particles after impact on a Ti substrate (500°C, 3.4 MPa, N2): (a-c) SEM top 

views and (d-f) cross-sections of Ni splats. (a) and (d) represent the most common impact geometry found. 

Figure 3.SEM image of top views and cross-section of Ti particles sprayed on Ni substrates. The first row (a-

c) shows N2-sprayed Ti splats (500°C, 3.4 MPa, N2) and the second row (d-f) illustrates He-sprayed Ti splats 

(500°C, 3.2 MPa, He).  

Figure 4. Backscattered scanning electron images of heat-treated splats      C for 1min). (a-b) Cross-section 

images of Ni/Ti, (c-d) N2-sprayed Ti/Ni, and (e-f) He-sprayed Ti/Ni. The interfacial intermetallic are marked 

by dotted lines just above them. 

Figure 5. The position of monitored elements on the meshed axisymmetric model and temporal evolution of 

temperature and Von Mises flow stress at these elements. (a) Tracked elements, (b) Ni/Ti pair (500 m/s) (c) 



Ti/Ni pair (500 m/s) and (d) Ti/Ni (750 m/s). Temperature and flow stress of particle for all three pairs are 

shown with black lines. Temperature and flow stress of substrate for all three pairs are shown with grey lines. 

Figure 5. Temporal evolution of the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) for monitored element shown in 

Fig.5(a). The PEEQ evolutions are plotted with solid and dashed lines respectively for particles and 

substrates. The black, light grey and grey colors respectively shows PEEQ evolution of Ni/Ti (500 m/s), Ti/Ni 

(500m/s) and Ti/Ni (750m/s).  

Figure 6. Results of particle impact simulations vs. SEM image of the corresponding single impacts. The 

distribution of the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) and temperature of each snapshot respectively shown in 

left and right half of splats. First row and second rows show impact morphologies of Ni/Ti pairs at which 25 

μm Ni partic e impacted respective y onto a f at substrate and a substrate inc uding the initia  crater with the 

initia  ve ocity of 5   m/s   hird and fourth rows show impact morpho ogies of  i/Ni pairs at which 3  μm  i 

particle impacted onto Ni substrates respectively with the initial impact velocities of 500 and 750 m/s. 

Figure 7. Impact morphology and distribution of the shear plastic strain (PE12) of simulated Ti splat (30 μm) 

with the impact velocity of 750 m/s and the SEM image of He-sprayed Ti respectively in left and right half of 

the splat. 

Figure 8. (a) Rebound site of an impacting titanium particle on nickel substrate (upper half BSE and the 

lower half SE), (b) fracture surface of two bonded Ti particles (from a coating build-up ) (c) heat treated He-

sprayed titanium splat for 5 min at      C.  
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